


What you will discover…

1. How the energy of colour affects feelings and emotions.

2. How Chakras work and how they balance your wellbeing.

3. Where we are on the Change Curve due to Covid 19 and some logical 
steps to help you on the journey out of the curve.

4. How the colour steps can also be used for your business and project 
management.

5. How to get involved and find out more…



Introduction…

I am an Artist, Illustrator, Colour Alchemist and Creative Activist;
I work with the energy of colour and have used my intrinsic knowledge and over 

20 years of experience to create a unique Transformation Toolkit for 
personal development, business growth and project planning



Timeline…

COVID-
19



What is Polychrometry? 
a Polychrometrist is a multi-colour energy alchemist.

Chakras are powerful energy centres in your body that regulate 
emotions. They draw natural energy from the universe to 
balance your wellbeing.

Each one is represented by a colour that is associated with a 
feeling or reaction - physically, emotionally, mentally and 
spiritually.

Each chakra spins at the same frequency that we see colour.

• Energy is driven by colour
• Emotions are driven by energy
• Pain is driven by emotion
• Action is driven by pain

Warning - here’s the WooWoo!



The Energy Body



The Change Curve…

CHANGE
Covid-19

SHOCK
Disbelief 

scepticism 
mistrust

CRITICISE
Blame others

CHASTISE
Blame self 

CONFUSION  
Chaos – uncertainty

bewilderment

CONFRONTATION
Anger - conflict - demonstration

WE ARE 
HERE!

THIS IS WHERE 
CHANGE HAPPENS

CONSCIOUS
Awareness - need for change - acceptance 

COMFORT
Foundations - stability - community

COURAGE
Self belief - creative ideas 

CONFIDENCE
Facing the fear - justice - law 

COMPASSION
Empathy - love - caring for others 

CONNECTION
Communication - conversations – self-expression

CLARITY
Logic - Insight - Intuition

CONTENTMENT
Being : not doing - Focus - Calm 

thoughts

feelings



Being: in full colour



CONSCIOUS
Awareness - need for change - acceptance 

COMFORT
Foundations - stability - community

COURAGE
Self belief - creative ideas 

CONFIDENCE
Facing the fear - justice - law 

COMPASSION
Empathy - love - caring for others 

CONNECTION
Conversations – self-expression

CLARITY
Logic - insight - Intuition

CONTENTMENT
Being : not doing - focus - Calm 

Personal
Wellbeing

Business 
and 

Project 
Manageme

nt

OPERATIONAL
Foundations - people - places - things

CREATIVE
Creative ideas -courage to move forward 

ASSURANCES
Legal documents - rule of law

PRODUCTION
Customer journey - customer care

COMMUNICATION
Marketing - social media - PR

LOGISTICS
Evaluation - rationale

GOAL
Target - focus - feedback 

PLANNING
Strategy planning - need for change



What if…



What next?

FREE £30 From £97



Video Link: https://youtu.be/8_Gk_Ft1hzc



 t: 07909 857574

e: raychelmcguin@gmail.com

w: www.raychel.co.uk 

f: www.facebook.com/beinginfullcolour

i: www.instagram/raychelmcguin


